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Accused Details:

Date of Offence 02.03.2015

Date of FIR 03.03.2016

Date of Charge sheet 26.0s.2016

Date of Framing of Charges 29.08.20L7

Date of commencement of evidence 19.01.2018, 07.09.20L9,
21. 10.2019, 09.01.2020.

Date of Argument 2L.t2.2022

Date on which judgment is reserued NA

Date of Judgment 27-12-2022

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any NA

Date of
Arrest

Date of
Release
On Bail

Offences
charged

with

Whether
Acquitted

or
convicted

Period of
Detention

Undergone
during Trial

for
purpose of

Sec.
428 Cr.P.C.Sri Gautam Mailik

Chowdhuly,
S/o. S/o, Lt. Sidangshu
Mallik Chowdhury
R/o. Naupukhuri,
P.S & District : Tinsukia
( Assam).

Appeared

before

court on

02.08.17

02.08.17 Section _
138 of
Electricity
Act

Acquitted

%tq

Rank of
the

Accused

Name of
Accused

Sentence
Imposed

1
NA NA
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JUDGMENT
The gist of the prosecution case as disclosed in the ejahar is

that Sri Uddip Deori, Sub Divisional Engineer, TESDI alongwith

Police and SMR, Sri Rana Borthakur, Sri Kukil Konwer(FME) on

02.03.16 went on an Anti-theft drive to Napukhuri area and

found hooking of electricity by tempering Meter by Sri Gautam

Mallik Choudhuri. The Approximate value of the power theft of

electricity is Rs. 1,90,000/-. It is mention that the tempering

of meter wasgoing on since 03.05.13. Hence this case.

On the basis of the said ejahar Special Electricity P.S.

case No. 6412016 u/s 135/138 of Electricity Act was registered.

On completion of investigation the Officer In charge of Dibrugarh

Special P.S., APDCL filed charge sheet against accused Sri

Gautam Mallik Choudhuri. u/s 135/138 of Electricity Act.

On appearance of the accused copies of relevant

documents were furnished to him as per requirement of law.

After hearing learned counsels of both sides and on perusal of

relevant documents on record my learned predecessor in office

framed a formal charge against the accused Under section 138 of

Electricity Act. The charge was read over and explained to the

accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

Prosecution side adduced the evidence of four (4)

witnesses and exhibited two documents. The statement of the

accused was recorded under section 313 Cr.P.C. is of total denial.

The accused has declined to adduce evidence in defence. I have

3.
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heard the arguments of both sides and perused the evidence on

record.

s. The point for determination in this case is as follows:

(i) Whether the accused tempered the electronic Meter

No. A5941042 by damaging its seal on 02.03.2016 at

about 2:30 AM, the official of APDCL detected the

same and thereby committed an offence punishable

U/s. 138 of Electricity Act?

DISCUSSION, DECISION & REASONS THEREOF:

PW.l, Sri Rana Borthakur has deposed that on

03.03.16 he was discharging his duty at llnsukia APDCL

Revenue. He is the informant of this case. He knows the

accused. The Meter Reader, Sri Ratul Gogoi had informed

him voltage shows in two phases of the meter of the

accused. Accordingly, they went to check the meter of the

accused on 02.03.16. At the time of checking the meter it

was found tempered and found scratch on the cabinet. Then

they called the T & C officials to test the meter. Then the

meter was opened in front of the accused and it was sent

to T & C Lab. Accused was also asked to come. After

testing it was found that the meter was tempered inside

physically. For such tempering the data of the meter was

not recorded since 02.05.13. Thereafter they served an

assessment bill to the accused and the accused had paid

the bill. Thereafter he lodged an FIR and seized the meter.
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7' In cross-examination the pw.1 has stated that he
was accompanied by Sri Uddip Deori, sri Kukir Konwer, one
Lineman and Herpter to the house of the accused but no
male person was present at that time of search. He cannot
remember how many meter was there. There was previous
proceeding against the accused regarding tempering of
meter. They did not serue any paper as to accused being their
consumer. He denies the suggestion that accused was not
their consumer. Rather, sri partha Mailik choudhury was their
consumer. T & c officiar came to the spot in their presence
and they opened the meter in presence of tenant of accused
and Partha Mailik choudhury. Accused was not present atthat time. The rine was disconnected and partha Mailik
choudhury was present at the time of testing of the meter.
He denies the suggestion that partha Mailik choudhury was
not present. He denies the suggestion that they prepared
the assessment biil on their own. In Ext. 1 the meter no.
was given as AS-g4Lo42 and it was prepared at the house of
the accused. porice interrogated him. It is true that he has
not stated about Rahur, the meter reader in his investigation
and arso did not state about non recording of the meter
reading since 02.05.13 during his investigation. He onry
seized the meter. He denies the suggestion that there was
no seal breaking, no scratch and no phase cufting. He denies
the suggestion that he has farsery lodged case against the
accused.
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P.W.2, Sri Uddip Deori has deposed that he is the

informant of this case. on 02.03.16 he was posted as sDE at

Tinsukia Electrical sub-Division-I. on that day, he alongwith

Police and sMR, sri Rana Borthakur, sri Kukir Konwer(FME)

went to Napukhuri area. They were informed from their

Meter reader that voltage in one of the phase in the meter

of Gautam Mallik choudhuri was not showing and they went

on to investigation the same with their special police Team.

They saw that the meter was tempered and the sea! was in
damaged condition. Then he called the T & c officials to test

the meter. Accordingly, Sri Gautam Saharia, Deputy Manager

and his staff of T & c Division arrived at the spot and

they inspected the meter. Downloading datas from the

meter and found that the meter was mal practiced.

Thereafter the T & c officials opened the meter and found

that the meter tempered inside physically. The owner of the

house was present at the time of inspection of the meter.

Thereafter they disconnected the electricity rine and

assessment bill was serued to the owner alongwith the

charge for replacement of the meter.

On 03.03.16, he lodged an FIR before the Special

Police station at Dibrugarh. Elt. 2 is the said FIR, Ext. 2(1)

is his signature. He also prepared one Seizure-list at the

premises of sri Gautam Mallik choudhuri. Ext. 1 is the said

seizure-list, Ext. 1(1) is his signature on the said seizure-tist.

The assessment bill of Rs. 1,36,836.00 was served to the
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owner and the same was paid by the owner/consumer, Sri

Gautam Mallik Choudhuri.

10. In Cross-examination the PW.2 has stated that his

statement was recorded by police after 2 days after lodging

of Ejahar. They have not submitted any document to the

Investigating officer or today in the court to show that the

related meter stood in the name of the accused. Ext. 2 was

given by him only on the basis of their inspection on

02.03.16 and not on the basis of any of their official

record. Ext. 1 is related to the meter standing in the name of

the accused. The number of the meter standing in the name

of the accused is A5941042 and he had lodged ejahar in

respect of the said meter only. In Ext. 2, there is no meter

number of the accused. Meter Reader Sri Ratul Gogoi had

informed them about some anomalies in the meter. He had

not stated the fact of receiving information from Sri Ratul

Gogoi to the police nor he has mentioned this fact in his

FIR. He did not state to the police the meter number

concerning the accused. The house of the accused was a

double storied RCC building. He did not enquire about the

ownership of the building. During their inspection, the

accused was not present in his house. They were informed

that the accused had gone out in course of his business

but they were not told where he had gone. Accused came

to their office 2-3 days of lodging of the Ejahar. Ext. A is

an Acknowledgement obtained by them from the brother of

11gfe accused on 02.03.16 in connection of this case but not
i:l*.-{
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from accused himself. As per Ext. A the meter number of the

accused is A5941042. On their arrival to the house of accused

on 02.03.16, they found only one tenant. At first his wife

came and then her husband also came. They did not take any

statements from those tenants. The tenant also informed him

that the owner is out of station. He does not say that

whenever there is Iow voltage or no voltage, then the same

is theft of power. They found that paper seal of the meter

was in place but there was scratches thereon. They handed

over the tempered meter to the police but same is not seen

by him in the court today. They though took photographs of

the meter, but have not produced the same before police or

court today. They had handed over the documentary proof of

our raising assessment bill and payment thereof by the

accused but same are not found today in the court.

11. The accused had lodged a complaint to them in

respect of his another meter informing them about ill-

functioning of that meter and requesting them to check or

replace the meter. Ext. B is the seizure memo made by

police in respect of seizure of the meter seized by them from

accused. There is a meter in the same building standing in

the name of Sri Partha Mallik Choudhury. Sri Partha Mallik

Choudhury is not staying with the accused. The meter

standing in the name of the accused was used by his

tenant. They have neither Seen nor have any information as

to actually who tempered the meter.

r.2. He denies the suggestion that he knows that Sri
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Gautam Mallik Choudhuri resides permanently in

Changlang(A.P) and does not stay at llnsukia. He denies the

suggestion that Sri Gautam Mallik Choudhuri did not commit

any offence of tempering the meter. He denies the

suggestion that the seizure was not done by him as stated

by him in examination in chief. The accused was also not

present when the Testing & Commissioning officials tested the

meter. The Testing & Commissioning officials had prepared one

report but the same is not filed in the case record. After

inspection they took away the meter to their office. We took

the meter in the same condition in which they had removed

it from the premises and kept the same with them for two

days till the testing was done. They have official records of

the persons present at the Ume of the testing but the

same was neither handed over to police nor in the court.

They had taken signatures of the persons who were present

at the time of testing. He denies the suggestion that he has

not handed over to the police the meter that was allegedly

seized by him from the premises of the accused. Police

personnel Sri Baikuntha Gohain accompanied them on 02.03.16

and he was a witness. Later on police took their statement

but did not investigate the same otherwise.

13. PW.3, Sri Kukil Chandra Konwar has deposed that

on 02.03.16, he was posted at Tinsukia Electrical SubDivision

as Asstt. Manager. On that day, he alongwith Rana Borthakur

and Udip Deori went to the house of Gautam Mallik

Choudhury and Partha Mallik Choudhury(both are brothers).
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There they checked the meters of both the brothers. Then on

witnessing the broken seal and touch of screw driver, they

suspected and then took the meters to their T & C Laboratory

for testing. Then the meters were conducted CMRI. They found

the joints of the meters were not in order. After receiving the

CMRI report, the Electricity authority issued a bill to the

accused persons. The SDE filed the Ejahar. Ext. 1 is the

seizure-list, Ext. 1(3) is his signature. Police recorded his

statement.

L4. In Cross-examination the PW.3 has deposed that

since the bill amount was lower in comparison to connected

load, so they suspected. No document to show what was

the connected load of the accused and what ought to

have the bill for consumption and what actually was bil! is
filed in this case. Police accompanied them as their security.

Police seized the tempered meter on the place of occurrence

on the day of their visit. He has not seen the seized meter

today in the court. The accused was not present in his

house at the time of inspection. They were told that the

accused stays at Arunachal. He was present when the

CMRI was done. He puts his

prepared after CMRI.

signature on the report

15. He denies the suggestion that he was not present at

the time of conducting alleged CMRI and no repoft was

made and he did not puts his signature on said report. On

the date of detection two seizure-lists were prepared on the

place of occurrence itself but he has signed the Seizure-list,

"M
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Ext. B. As per Ext. B, the tempered meter which was seized

by them, was numbered as A5-709178. In which year, month

and date the tempering was done, he does not know. As per

their duty, they are required to carry out such inspection at

the house of the different consumers occasionally. Prior to

02.03.16, APDCL had not received any complaint of tempering

the meter by the accused. There are many residences of

different persons around the house of the accused. None of

them were called by them to witness the search and

inspection by them. As per information by the persons staying

there, the accused owned the first floor which was let out to

some tenants. They does not have any proof as to whether

the meter seized in this case was in relation to the

connection to the first floor of the building. They had taken

photographs of the scratch and cut marks found on the

meter but such photographs are not filed in the case.

Except the meter they did not seize any other items from

the place of occurrence. If there is any defect in earthling of

the internal wiring and short circuit of the connection in the

consumers house, then there can be low voltage. And all other

reasons of low voltage are to be attributed to the APDCL.

Connection to the house of the accused were having three

phases which are R, Y & B respectively. He denies the

suggestion that the accused did not temper the meter nor

did he commit anY offence.

16. P.W.4, Sri Baikuntha Gohain(Hawildar) has deposed

that he knows the informant Sri Udipta Deori. He does not

.'Ns6..''
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know the accused Gautam Mallik Choudhury. Incident took

place in the 2016. He could not recollect the date. He

visited Na-Pukhuri, Tinsukia alongwith his Officer-in-charge of

Special Electricity P.S, Dibrugarh, Sri Chandra Borah and

other two Home guard staff and APDCL employee. They

found one electricity meter which was affixed in the wall of

the house of the accused. They pulled down the meter from

the wall and told the person that the meter would be

taken to the office and asking to put a signature on a

paper. They prepared one seizure-list. Ext. 1 is the said

seizure-list. Ext. 1(4) is his signature on the said seizure-list.

17. In Cross-examination the PW.4 has deposed that on

the day of visit he was posted at Dibrugarh Special Police

station. He does not know if they were requested to visit

the P.O. No one informed them the place where they were to

go. Electricity personnel were not present prior to their

arrival at the P.O. During their visit no male person was

found in the said house. None informed them as to who was

the owner of the said house nor the said owner came out

of the house that day. None except the electricity

personnel had signed in his presence. He had forgotten the

date of visit. The electricity personnel told them that they will

take away the meter but what actually they did he does

not know. He does not know whether the said meter

contained any number. He did not read Elt. 1 before he

signed. The Officer-in-charge of their police station did not

,.,,.,,,,1i9n in their presence. He denies the suggestion that the
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electricity personnel did not pull down the meter in their

presence and he is deposing the said fact falsely.

18. I have heard the ld. Counsel of both sides. Perused

the evidence on record. This is a case initiated upon theft of

electricity in the four houses belonging to the accused. From

perusal of the evidence and as per seizure memo MR 9/16

the tempered meter was AS 709178 but in this Seizure Memo no

signature of the person from whom it was seized. In Ext. 1,

seizure-list, i.e 02.06.2016 wherein Meter no. is given as AS-

941922. There is no signature of the accused in the Seizure-

list. From the evidence it shows that Meter was outside the

rented house of the Accused. During cross-examination PW.l

categorically stated that there was no Male person present at the

time they visited the House. Ext 1 is the Seizure list was

made in the house of accused wherein Meter no. was mentioned

as AS-941042.He further admitted that one phase of the Meter

was not showing whereas the PWI has stated in his evidence

that 2 phases were found disconnected. During cross-

examination PW.2 admitted that a complaint received by

them about ill functioning of the Meter with at request to change

or replace the Meter.

19. PW3 during his examination in chief stated that he

alongwith Rana Borthakur and Udip Deori went to the

house of Gautam Mallik Choudhury and Partha Mallik

Choudhury and checked the Meter and saw broken seal

and touched of Screw Driver and they suspected that the

k,,. 
Meter was tempered and sent to T & C Laboratory for
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testing. After receiving the report,

issued a bill to the accused and sub-Divisional Engineer

filed Ejahar. Ext. 1 is the seizure-list, Ext. 1(3) is the
signature of pw.3. In cross-examination pw.3 stated that the
bill amount was lower in comparison to connected load, so they
suspected. No document filed as to what was connected load and
what ought to have been the bill. police seized the tempered
Meter at the place of occurrence. pw.3 has categorically
stated that the seizure list Ex B which was signed by him in
respect of the tempered Meter seized by them was numbered as

A5-709178. None of the neighbors were called as witness at the
time of search and inspection. pw.4 being Hawilder who has

visited Naupukhuri , Tinsukia alongwith officer in of Special

Electricity officer of p.S, Dibrugarh and they pulled the
Meter from the wall and he put his signature on a paper.

The Electricity officer prepared seizure-list. He puts his

signature as Ext. 1(4) in the Seizure-list. In cross-
examination the pw.4 has admitted that no male R"rron 

]

were found in the said house. None informed them as to I

who was the owner of the said house.

20. During argument Ld. Advocate has submitted that
important defect in this case is that Non compliance of last
proviso to section 135(1) of the Act. It requires that report to
police must be done within 24 Hours of inspection but in this case

date of detection is 02.03.2016, wherein the F.I.R was lodged on

05.03.16. From the entire evidence on record, it is

Qplablished that showing of Iower bill amount lower in
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comparison. APDCL official ,odn

person and evefihing was done in absence of the
accused. whether accused being the owner of seized Meter
which was not confirmed by the prosecution witnesses as
there were two meters of different number found in
evidence. No documents produced as to which is the
owner of the accused as two Meter were seized by ApDCL
officials. seized articles were not produced during trial by
the Prosecution.

21. From the entire evidence on record, I found that
there is doubt as to whether the accused being the
owner of the house whose meter were puiled by the 

]

APDCL. As there were two meters, which one of the
accused occupied could not be ascertained by the ApDcL.
Beyond doubt accused could not be convicted and
sentenced. The evidence adduced by prosecution is
doubtful. No clear evidence found against the accused
that accused committed offence u/s. 13g of Special
Electricity Act. Beyond Doubt, the accused could not be
convicted and accordingly, the accused person sri Gautam
Mallik chowdhury is acquitted from the charge U/s. 13g of
specia! Electricity Act and set at libefty forthwith.

22. The bail-bonds of the accused person is extended for
six months U/s. 437(A) of Cr.p.C.

23. rlo is directed to dispose the seized Meter in dueof law.

\
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24. The case is disposed of on contest.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the 27th

day of December,2022.

Dictated & corrected by me:

%NW %\$/
Addl. Special Judge-.2(EI-9)F r l
(Electricity), Tinsukia.
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APPENDIX

LIST OF PROSECUTION /DEFENCE/COURT
WITNESSES

A. Prosecution:

B. Defence Witnesses, if any:

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESS, POUCE

WITNESS,
EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL
WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS,

OTHER WITNESS)
PW1 Sri Rana Bunthakur,

PW2 Sri Uddip Deori, Informant

PW3 Sri Kukil Chandra Konwar,

PW4 Sri Baikuntha Gohain. Hawildar

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE

WITNESS,

D(PERT WITNESS, MEDICAL

WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS,

OTHER WITNESS)

DW.1 NA NA
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C. Court Witnesses, if any :

NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESS, POLICE

WITNESS,
EPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL
WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS,

LIST OF PROSECUTION/DEFENCE/COURT EXHIBITS

A. Prosecution:

B. Defence:

..-M'"

Sr.
No.

Exhibit Number Description

1. Exhibit 1 Seizurc-list
2, Exhibit 2 Ejahar
3. Exhibit A Meter No. of the accused is

45941042
4, Exhibit B Seizure Memo

Sr.

No.

Exhibit

Number
Description

1 Exhibit P-

uDWl

NA

F7



C. Couft Exhibits:

D. Material Objects:
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(J.K Das)

Description

Electricmet@

Sr,
No.

Exhibit Number

I Exhibit C-l/CWl NIL


